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Abstract 

Rechargeable lithium batteries are essentially ubiquitous in our daily lives and in virtually every 

industry from pocket key fobs to billion dollar space programs, in benign as well as extreme 

environments. Cell production in 2012 was estimated at 4.4 billion cells and expected to double 

by 2016. However within civil aviation, lithium batteries are still in the early stages of 

deployment.  The general consensus within the industry is that the use of lithium batteries 

within civil aviation will increase substantially in the coming years. This white paper focuses on 

design considerations with respect to deployment of rechargeable, or secondary, lithium 

batteries within civil aviation.  

Introduction 

Securaplane has been delivering primary, or non-rechargeable, lithium batteries to aviation 

operators since the mid 1990’s. Thousands of such lithium thionyl chloride batteries are flying 

today without a single reported safety issue. In fact, the product containing the lithium battery 

received a Technology Innovation award from Aviation Week.  

Within the past decade the use of rechargeable lithium battery has been certified on several 

platforms including Airbus, Cessna and Boeing. Airframe manufacturers are highly focused on 

the potential for the lithium technology to reduce the weight and thus increase range for their 

aircraft. The allure of the weight savings is undeniable, with the potential of 50% weight savings 

from cells alone when compared to conventional chemistries. As platforms become more 

electric and energy storage devices increase in power, an excess of 100 to 200 lbs. can be 

removed from some airframes. 

Accompanying the weight reduction of rechargeable lithium batteries however is the paradigm 

shift required that batteries are no longer just cells packaged inside a protective skin. The 



 
 

   

predominant commercial lithium cell chemistries available require electronics to support cell 

management for proper life and stability. This new paradigm ripples through the entire product 

life cycle of lithium batteries in aviation from concept to retirement.  

What is a Securaplane rechargeable lithium battery system? 

Although technically called a battery, many aviation lithium batteries and Securaplane’s 

rechargeable lithium battery, contains sophisticated electronic circuits that support all internal 

cell needs. If one were to open a Securaplane rechargeable lithium battery, the electronic 

circuitry would immediately reveal that a rechargeable lithium battery is far more sophisticated 

than the traditional lead acid or nickel cadmium battery. All Securaplane’s modern lithium 

batteries contain the following elements: 

 Cells for energy storage 

 Controlled chargers and charging algorithms 

 Environmental control circuitry  

 Cell health management circuitry and algorithms 

 Cell disconnect circuitry 

 Battery disconnect circuitry 

 Cell load management circuitry 

 Communication circuitry from battery to external users 

The combination of these elements show that a modern rechargeable lithium battery may be 

better viewed or titled as a rechargeable lithium battery system.  

Are all lithium cell chemistries created equally?  

In a single word: No. Rechargeable lithium batteries can be made with numerous cell 

chemistries. Each chemistry has different characteristics across the performance spectrum, 

ranging from energy density to cycle life. Moreover, many cells actually have combinational 

chemistries that exhibit compromises or advantages over “pure” chemical elements. To make 

matters a bit more complicated, even within the same chemistry, there are special processes 

and mixes that tend to be called “magic power” by the manufacturer.  

The main competing cell chemistries presently are cobalt oxide, manganese oxide, and iron 

phosphate. These are actually cathode materials. Some permutations and combinations of 

these exist in several forms and may be mixed with other metal such as nickel. Further, 

alternative cell designs exist that change the anode material such as titanate or change the 

operational temperature range by using certain electrolyte additives. These aspects, as well as 

the small tweaks of base chemistries, make direct comparisons difficult unless using “typical” 



 
 

   

within the chemistry description. After one accepts “typical” some general conclusions may be 

drawn with regards to the three main competing chemistries: 

1. Cobalt oxide typically tends to offer the highest density resulting in lower weight at the 

cell level but it tends to exhibit more molecular instability. 

2. Manganese oxide typically tends to offer better molecular stability but trades back some 

density and lifespan. 

3. Iron phosphate typically offers better molecular stability and lifespan but offers lower 

energy density. Unlike oxide based cathode materials, iron phosphate does not release 

significant oxygen when subjected to over-temperature or over-charge events 

significantly reducing self-fueled thermal runaway. 

Tremendous amounts of resources are being applied from governmental, academic institutions, 

and industry to eliminate the undesirable effects of each chemistry as well as to explore new 

chemistries to advance the state of the art. Consequently the environment is shifting at a rapid 

pace. As an example, lithium iron phosphate was not a practical option just a decade ago. It is 

well researched and documented by technical experts that even today all of these shortcomings 

can be overcome through proper attention, resulting in any of the dominant lithium chemistries 

being suitable for civil aviation application. With proper attention to lithium battery system 

design and construction, aviation applications from emergency standby to high power engine 

starts can be accomplished.  

Due to the importance of safety and system stability in civil applications, Securaplane has 

selected lithium iron phosphate cells for its battery system. 

Lithium cell design  

Cell mechanical construction varies significantly as well. Cells can be large format or small 

format.  The US Department of Transportation (DOT), defines a large cell as containing more 

than 5 grams of equivalent lithium content where equivalent lithium is calculated as: 

 Lieq= .3 x cell Ah. (eg. 15Ah cell is considered a large format cell).  

The obvious advantage of using large cells would be to reduce interconnect weight as well as 

potentially higher theoretical mean time between failures (MTBF) resulting from fewer cells. 

The drawback of large format cells is that, if a cell expires, a larger portion of battery capacity is 

lost as well as the potential for larger energy release from the expired cell depending on the 

expiration method. 

Further, cell construction differences include prismatic vs cylindrical with density advantages 

usually leaning towards the prismatic. However prismatic cells, when placed back to back, have 



 
 

   

reduced ability to release thermal heat energy. Prismatic cells can be encased in either a 

polymeric pouch or a metallic casing. The pouch style generally leads to lower weight but may 

be subject to delamination under low external pressure environments found in many aviation 

conditions. Consequently, cell construction is often augmented with housing design strategies 

that alleviate constraints when used in aviation. 

Cells also differ in features. Some cells have built in current interrupt devices (CID) which can 

be problematic for engine start applications due to variation and low set points but more suited 

for emergency stand by applications. Some cells are designed with highly controlled venting 

provisions that release excess pressure rather than the cell bursting at a seam.  

Presently, certified rechargeable lithium batteries include almost all of the aforementioned 

packaging variation overcoming the associated limitation via system design considerations. 

Securaplane’s modern rechargeable batteries use cylindrical cells with an equivalent lithium 

content of .7 grams. This is well below the amount in large format cells.  In fact, the cell is 

about the physical volume of a cell phone battery. These cells contain only about .5cc of free 

electrolyte liquid in each resulting in less than 20cc of total liquid even if every cell were sliced 

in half and allowed to leak its contents within a 10Ah emergency battery. Each cell contains a 

vent for pressure release and hence does not rely on a seam to split or the battery case. 

Moreover, with a metallic skin, these cells tend not to delamination during altitude cycling.  

Cell interconnect 

Since the aircraft bus voltage is higher than a single cell voltage, the battery system will require 

series connection of cells. Depending on the lithium chemistry this may vary but a common 

configuration has 8 cells in series. Some batteries with smaller cell capacities contain parallel 

cell configurations to reach the battery amp-hours needed while other batteries require no 

parallel cell connections since the individual cells are larger not needing more than one deep to 

accomplish the task. Even the multiple parallel cell interconnect within the battery may be 

different with some suppliers opting for connections at string level while others use 

interconnects at the cell level.  

It is clear that cell interconnect matrix impacts battery performance. Picture a lithium battery 

with a single string of eight large series cells. The advantage is higher MTBF due to the smaller 

number of components. However the drawback is that if any single cell ages and weakens, 

battery capacity is reduced to zero or severely limited to the point of non-usable despite the fact 

that seven good cells still exist. Thus the usable energy within the battery is constrained by any 

single cell. Picture the same battery designed with smaller cells that are configured with 



 
 

   

several eight series cell strings connected in parallel. This configuration is more forgiving if a 

single cell fails because other parallel strings and cells can still carry the load.  

Securaplane batteries contain smaller format cells. Specialized electronics allows for 

utilization of all energy within the battery during a discharge by supporting the weaker aged cell 

with the energy of the stronger cells. Consequently, the energy remaining in a battery is equal 

to the quantity of good cells divided by the total number of cells. Further, Securaplane batteries 

have extra cells designed in to increase the MTBF as nameplate rating is attained including 

aged or failed cells. If a cell or multiple cells age, they are isolated from the battery system and 

the total energy remaining in the healthy cells is fully extractable for discharge.     

Electronics within rechargeable lithium batteries systems 

Depending on the supplier, aviation lithium batteries carry a variety of different electronics 

within the package. Some suppliers use direct bus voltage to charge the cells reducing parts 

count, while others use specialized chargers (either internal or external to the battery) for more 

precision charging. Some suppliers contain climate control to extend life of cells and allowing 

more capacity across a wider temperature range while others do not. Modern lithium battery 

suppliers use some form of battery disconnect (either mechanical or electronic) to separate the 

battery from the aircraft voltage bus. Recently designed batteries also use battery management 

circuits of various forms to monitor and control cell functions within the battery. 

All Securaplane’s current generation of lithium battery systems contain similar advanced 

electronics functionality independent of Amp-hour capacity. Each battery contains specialized 

internal chargers for cell life extension, climate control for power range expansion, battery 

disconnect for enhanced protection, energy extraction circuits for exploiting maximum available 

cell energy independent of cell failures, and a battery monitoring unit for total battery control 

and dispersion of information to maintenance and crew as needed.  

Securaplane accomplishes lithium battery charging through specialized chargers. Charging is 

done at the cell level as opposed to the pack level. This eliminates charge balancing 

requirement. Charging is accomplished at the 1C rate to recharge batteries from 0 to 90% state 

of charge (SoC) within 60 minutes. Cells are never permitted to charge directly from the bus. 

Bus charging without limitations may cause high rates of charge, thereby shortening battery life 

and may even cause generator output voltage sag in smaller aircraft.  

Climate control is accomplished with heaters interlaced within the cells. The heaters are rated 

to increase the temperature by roughly 1 degree C/min. The heaters have multiple shutdowns, 

both active and passive to ensure no loss of control.  



 
 

   

Every Securaplane battery has multiple disconnect features within the design. Each cell 

maintains a separate disconnect to isolate the cell within the framework of the chassis. 

Moreover, the entire battery contains at least one master disconnect to separate the battery 

from the aircraft bus.    

Securaplane batteries contain sophisticated circuitry that actively balances cells during 

discharge. This prevents an aged cell from limiting the discharge capacity of healthy cells and 

ensures the entire remaining energy of the battery is extracted during a discharge event.  

All Securaplane batteries contain a Battery management unit (BMU). The BMU monitors and 

controls all cell activity. The sophisticated controls include state of health (SoH) and state of 

charge (SoC) determinations. Multiple currents, cell voltages and dozens of temperatures are 

monitored to ensure instantaneous information is available and cells can be managed 

throughout their life. 

Lithium battery failure modes and mitigations 

There are multiple failure modes within any electronics design and rechargeable lithium 

batteries systems are no exception. These failures can be subdivided into two categories: 

performance related and safety related. Much attention has been focused on failure modes that 

reduce safety margins. Decades of field experience has resulted in some highly publicized 

battery failures over various industries that have been accentuated sharply by recent aviation 

industry incidents elevating concerns. Focusing only on failures that are safety related, there 

are essentially two basic failure conditions that have created cell failures that have resulted in 

unwanted smoke, electrolyte leakage or worse. These failure conditions and symptoms are not 

necessarily shared by all chemistries to the same degree and are listed below: 

1) Overvoltage charging leading to over temperature/pressure from various conditions 

such as 

a. Over voltage charge 

b. Excessive current charge rate 

2) Internal short circuits leading to hot spots that result from various conditions such as 

a. Cell manufacturing defect 

b. Repeated cycles of charging after over-discharging  

c. Repeated charging at excessively low temperatures 

d. High temperature charging 

e. Physical abuse such as crushing or piercing the case 

Overvoltage charging and the chemical reactions are reasonably well understood within lithium 

batteries. In all the key chemistries, the cell starts to heat. Moreover, at some point of excessive 

cell voltage, and depending on the chemistry, the cathode may drive more lithium from the 



 
 

   

cathode than can be accommodated via intercalation in the graphite lattice causing plating (see 

failure condition 2 above) and/or react with the electrolyte to generate more heat thus creating 

more reaction. 

Because overcharge characteristics are reasonably well known, combined with the availability 

of modern protection integrated circuits, most experts will agree that the occurrence of 

overvoltage is rare in modern lithium systems.   

Securaplane’s lithium battery systems have numerous internal and external protections to 

mitigate overcharge conditions. These include: 

1) The cells are not charged directly from the bus but instead are charged from battery 

chargers using algorithms defined by the cell manufacturer. Each charges at the cell 

voltage level, eliminating series, multi-cell balancing conditions to deal with. This 

charging method has been viewed by external design auditors as an outstanding 

structural decision.  

2) Electronic circuitry exists to ensure at least three escalating, automatic levels of 

shutdown procedures within the battery. 

3) The chemistry selected is such that if a cell is accidentally overcharged to the 1.5X limits 

called for by DO-311 while all electronic protection is removed, the cell has built in self-

protection by releasing pressure through a vent mechanism, relieving pressure in a 

controlled fashion. 

When compared to overvoltage charging, internal cell short circuit causes are of more concern 

within the industry. In fact, most high profile lithium cell recalls within the past decade through 

many industries are initiated by manufacturing defects.  Causes of short circuit extend beyond 

foreign object debris to include repetitive over-discharge, repetitive cold charging, repetitive hot 

charging, etc. However, one result remains consistent; internal short circuit between anode and 

cathode bypassing the separator may result. Consequently, a test used to simulate the short 

circuit event is a “nail pierce” test, where either a nail or specialized “punch” is forced through 

the test cell. The results of “nail pierce” test vary by chemistry and construction of the cell. A 

common practice when cells were considered “small”, the test is considered destructive 

enough to some high capacity cell chemistries, that it is often dropped as a requirement for 

larger cells and described as a scenario that should not be considered.  

There is an argument many experts make that no matter how good the electronic protection 

within the battery, a manufacturing defect within the cell construction may bypasses the 

electronic protections, resulting in the short circuit within the cell. A counter argument states 

that the assembly and testing of each cell is so good, no such defect can be present. There are 

no official, shared industry standards that records manufacturing defects that result in internal 

short circuit and consequently excess thermal heating of the cell. Securaplane lithium batteries 



 
 

   

have several mechanisms within the design to mitigate internal short circuits resulting in 

overheating. 

1. The cell type is 26650. This is about the size of a C size cell or the volume of a smart 

phone battery. Consequently, single cell failures simply don’t have enough energy when 

shorted to cause the significant battery case temperature rise. 

2. The Securaplane lithium cell chemistry is lithium iron phosphate, and our supplier’s 

cells have been subjected to nail piercing tests by Securaplane with no evidence of flame 

or smoke. 

3. The cells have multiple layers of external short circuit protection both via individual cell 

fusing as well as via cell pack disconnects. 

The cells have been overheated to well over survival levels without resulting in any self-

induced flame conditions. 

Qualification & certification of rechargeable lithium batteries 

Qualification and certification of rechargeable lithium batteries for an aviation application is a 

detailed and systematic endeavor. Although there are several paths to certification, a common 

path utilized by manufacturers since 2007 is the application of DO-311. This minimum operating 

performance standard (MOPS) was created from the combined work of numerous industry 

experts including Securaplane Technologies. The document prescribes strict testing to ensure 

lithium battery system performance and characterization. Moreover, it also contains tests 

designed to deliberately and aggressively fail the battery in the worst possible conceived 

manner after removing designed-in protective functions that would otherwise prevent the 

failure. Such destructive tests include among others thermal runaway and explosion 

“proofness”. DO-311 testing goes well above the testing that would be required for more 

traditional battery chemistries such as lead acid or nickel cadmium. The higher destructive 

testing level standard was intensely discussed by the standards consortium since some tests 

are at the limits of practicality.      

DO-311 is not the only standard that would be deemed applicable for a rechargeable lithium 

battery manufacturer.  The UN/DOT transport requirements (Transport of dangerous goods, 

section 38.3) test suite is also needed in order to reduce battery shipment restrictions.  Eight 

stress tests are outlined including short circuit and impact where batteries are severely 

impacted in an attempt to crush the cell, causing an internal breach in the separator that shorts 

the anode to the cathode. 



 
 

   

As usual, DO-160 (Environmental conditions and test procedures for airborne equipment) must 

also be applied in full rigor to the lithium battery. This document detailed test regimens 

including climactic, electromagnetic, mechanical, etc. 

Throughout qualification testing to several standards, numerous batteries and cells are used, 

many for repeated tests where more than one sample is desired for increased statistical 

confidence of results. However, within this suite of dozens of tests and characterizations there 

are several key tests that have magnified focus. These are: 

 Induced destructive overcharge with protection disabled 

o After removing protections like disconnects, shutdowns and warnings, the 

battery is essentially driven into overvoltage even if overvoltage is quantitatively 

calculated as “extremely improbable” (probability less than 1E-9/flight hour). 

The test is designed to stress batteries to failure levels. The battery design 

should contain any harmful results of the test within its enclosure and ensure 

that the surface temperature remains reasonable.  

 External short circuit with protection disabled 

o After removing protections like disconnects, shutdowns and warnings, the 

battery energy is driven into a short circuit of less than 2 milliohms. This test 

forces the cells to absorb their own energy as heat. This occurs since the internal 

impedance of the battery may be higher than 2 milliohms and will take more of 

the energy than the short circuit.  The battery may consequently enter 

overheated failure conditions.  Again, the battery design should contain any 

harmful results of the test within its enclosure and ensure that the surface 

temperature remains reasonable. 

 Deep discharge  

o After completely discharging cells to zero energy for weeks, the battery is placed 

in the charge mode. Since many cell suppliers recommend against recharging 

after excessively low voltages, this stresses the system to deal with these 

unexpected conditions which are outside normal usage.   

State of health and state of charge 

Special condition transmitted by the FAA for lithium batteries require designers to focus on 

state of health (SoH) and state of charge (SoC) when the battery is required for continued safe 

flight and landing. Consequently, significant amounts of investment by suppliers as well as 



 
 

   

adjacent industries have been funneled into dynamic calculations of SoH and SoC. Due to the 

fact that many chemical, electrical and mechanical variables interact there are varying degrees 

of accuracy in the calculations. The basic method of translating terminal voltage into an 

estimate of SoC results in accuracy that may be acceptable, but requires error margin to 

overcome the effect of temperature and other extenuating variables. Consequently, crew wait 

time may increase for SoC assurance.  In general, SoC accuracy can be increased by advanced 

techniques that account for more variables.  

State of health has been traditionally determined by battery removal from the aircraft and 

subsequent capacity test in the battery shop. The frequency of off-wing testing is determined by 

the technology, history and previous test cycle.  

The introduction of lithium batteries has increased focus on the potential to administer an on-

wing test since electronics are already within the battery for monitoring the cells. Some 

suppliers of lithium batteries may choose to rely on the traditional off-wing testing without 

providing on-wing SoH capabilities. Methods to determine SoH on-wing range from simple 

passive methods based on wing time or cycles to much more sophisticated active methods that 

inject signals into the cells and measure the corresponding response to determine health. 

Again, as with SoC these SoH methods have varying degrees of accuracy. Further complicating 

the adaption of on-wing SoH testing is the maturity of the algorithms showing clear evidence of 

battery health within the aviation environment. Consequently, there is some skepticism against 

the effectiveness of algorithms.  This is however, an active area of research within the industry, 

government agencies, as well as academic institutions. As more sophisticated algorithms and 

estimation methods become available, these will be tested, qualified, and adapted for use in 

real-world applications. 

Securaplane presently uses only one 26650 model cell within all its newer lithium batteries. 

Consequently, the cells electrical characteristics are well tested and understood. In order to 

calculate SoH, Securaplane batteries contain several techniques that are funneled through a 

“voting” algorithm to ensure optimal accuracy. Elapsed time, multi-step waveform injection and 

characteristic modeling are combined to give the crew and maintenance personnel good 

indication of the battery SoH without removal of the battery from the aircraft.  SoC is available to 

the user via front panel push button to allow determination of charge level while in warehouses 

in storage conditions.  The SoC of the battery is dynamically calculated throughout its life via 

internal algorithms developed at Securaplane.  

Summary and conclusion 

Despite lithium batteries’ mushrooming usage throughout the globe, it is still considered as 

emerging within the commercial aviation industry. Lithium battery technology is well 



 
 

   

understood and years of research by numerous experts throughout academia and industry, 

have shown that it can deliver significant benefits to the aviation industry. This technology 

becomes even more attractive when considering the fact that the industry is decidedly moving in 

the direction of the “more electric aircraft.” Standards consortiums have already developed and 

continue to enhance strict methods for battery characterization under the most extremely 

improbable conditions to ensure safety.  Securaplane participates in the lithium battery 

technology forefront by designing and producing rechargeable lithium battery systems that 

have greater performance with equal safety when compared to traditional chemistries for 

aviation. Moreover, Securaplane’s aviation battery design and application experience has led to 

significant advancements in performance when compared to batteries less than a decade ago.  

From power density packaging through State of health algorithms and maintenance warnings, 

advancements realized are benefiting the crew and carrier. The various levels of safety that 

have been incorporated by Securaplane in its designs, starting from the choice of chemistry, to 

the cell size, to multiple layers of hardware and software safety, ensure that these battery 

systems are completely safe and provide a superior light-weight solution for aerospace needs. 

In fact, because of developments within this industry, Securaplane believes strongly that the 

adaptation of lithium battery technology within commercial aviation is expected to be 

widespread within a relatively short time. 
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